Macro Project Report

Student:
Cohort (1 thru 8):
Agency:
Program:
Describe the focus of and activities you participated in to complete your project:

Examples of macro project focus and related activities:

- **Research** (conducted literature search; participated in research design, participated in research; reported on research)
- **Needs Assessment** (developed needs assessment tool; conducted needs assessment)
- **Advocacy** (developed advocacy positions and supporting material; represented the organization in advocacy work)
- **Program Planning/Development** (researched new program elements; designed or developed new program; implemented new program, developed or implemented staff interventions)
- **Program Evaluation** (assessed treatment interventions; developed client feedback mechanisms; implemented client feedback mechanisms)
- **Quality Improvement/Assurance** (researched QA tools and techniques; identified best tools and techniques; developed specific QA tools and techniques)
- **Resource Development** (developed resources for use within the organization – for clients or for use with or outside of the organization)
- **Grant Writing/Development**

Describe the scope and structure of your macro project:

- **Scope of impact** (effect on staff, clients, department, organization, community – discuss all that apply)
- **Length of project** (one quarter; two quarters; full academic year)
- **Purpose**
Most projects require getting input from others. Describe how you went about engaging others in this work.

Many projects involve learning something from what others have done. Describe how you used research or evidence to shape your macro project, if at all.

Many projects involve assessing what is happening before designing something new. Describe your efforts to learn the status of what was going on before you began proposing or making changes.
How will you know the impact of your project?

Most projects have some element of an ethical dilemma that arise during the work. Describe the ethical dilemmas that arose in this project, if any, and how they were dealt with.